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Q1 (a)With the help of energy band diagram explain the operation of

MOSFETunder external Bias. (8)

(b)What is flat band voltage? Why band bending takes place at oxide

semiconductor interface? (7)

Q2 (a) Explain depletion and enhancement mode transistors. Which type is

preferred in VLSI and why? (7)

(b)Consider the following P-channc1 MOSFET process. Substrate

doping=1015cm-3, polysilicon gate doping density=102ocm-3, gate oxide

thickness=650A, oxide interface charge density=2xl01ocm-2. Use

csi,-,I1.7co and Cox--' 3.97cofor the dic1ectric co-efficients of silicon and

silicon-dioxide respectively.

(i) Calculate the threshold voltage for zero body bias.

(ii)Determine the type and the amount of channel ion implantation

which are necessary to achieve a threshold voltage of -2volt. (8)

Q3 (a) Explain the operation of CMOS Inverter. Give various operating

regions and the corresponding critical input and output voltage levels.(7)

(b)Derive the equations of Inverter delay. (8)

Q4 (a) Determine pull-up-to pull down ratio for an nMOS inverter driven by

another nMOS inverter. (8)

(b)Determine function F. (7)

~

Q5 (a) Give one example of eaeh CMOSlogic.

(i) AOI logic circuit (ii)OAIlogic circuit

(b)Explain the process of photolithography.

Q6 (a)What are the advantages of ion implantation over diffusion? With the

help of a neat diagram explain the working of an ion implanter. (8)

(b) Explain sputtering method of metallization. (7)

Q7 (a) Differentiate between synthesis and simulation tools. (8)

(b)What are various criteria to be considered for design quality? (7)

Q8 (a)What are various design methodologies ofVLSI circuit? (7)

(b)Explain crystal growth and wafer preparation process. (8)

Q9 Write short notes onany three of the following:- (5x3=15)

(a) Epitaxy (b) CMOS register (c)MOS switch

(d) PLAs (e)Twin-tub process
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